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Abstract
This paper deals with semigroups of linear transformations which act transitively on a
finite-dimensional vector space. An explicit canonical form is obtained for the semigroups
which lack proper transitive left ideals. The class of such semigroups can be considered to be
an extention of the class of transitive groups. It contains all minimal transitive (and hence all
sharply transitive) semigroups. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A proper subspace M =D f0g of a vector space V (over a field F) is said to be
a (non-trivial) invariant subspace for a subset S of the algebra L.V/ of all linear
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transformations onV, if T x 2M whenever x 2M; T 2S. We callS irreducible
if it has no non-trivial invariant subspaces. Burnside’s theorem (see [4]) states that
in the case when F is algebraically closed andV is finite-dimensional,L.V/ has no
proper irreducible subalgebras.
IfA is a subalgebra of L.V/ then, for every x 2V, fAx j A 2Ag.DAx/ is an
invariant subspace for A. If A is irreducible then Ax D f0g or V, for every x. Yet
fx 2V j Ax D f0gg is an invariant subspace forA, which shows thatAx DV for
every non-zero x, whenever A is irreducible. It is easy to see that the converse is
also true. Expressed in the usual terminology, this states thatA is irreducible if and
only if it is transitive.
The “transitivity” condition Ax DV 8x =D 0 means that for every x; y 2V;
x =D 0, there exists A 2A such that Ax D y. Obviously the latter form of the defin-
ition can be considered to be a particular case of the following general definition:
A collection F of functions from a set X to a set D is transitive if for every
x 2 X; y 2 D there exists f 2F such that f .x/ D y (F is said to be sharply
transitive if such f is unique).
Given a vector space V over a field F, let Vnf0g play the role of X under a
subgroup F of the general linear group GLV.F/ of all F-linear bijections of V.
Finite sharply transitive linear groups have been completely classified by Jordan
(dim.V/ > 4) and Zassenhaus (1 6 dim.V/ 6 3) [5]. Kalscheuer [2] determined
all closed (in Euclidean topology) sharply transitive linear semigroups in the case
F D R or C. A very active area of research in the last 30 years, transitive linear groups
have received a lot of attention due to their importance in finite geometry, where, for
example, it is desirable to determine geometries which admit “very transitive” groups
of automorphisms.
Linear groups and algebras of linear transformations are two examples of lin-
ear semigroups. These are the subsets of L.V/ closed under composition. One can
define transitivity and irreducibility for linear semigroups in the same fashion as this
was done for algebras. Several authors have considered semigroups of Hilbert space
operators which belong to a particular class (e.g. compact, trace-class, idempotent)
and have discovered sufficient (and sometimes necessary) conditions for reducibility
(or even simultaneous triangularizability) of such semigroups. A recent reference is
the survey article [3].
It is important to notice that no linear group can be transitive as a linear semigroup
because its elements cannot send a non-zero vector to zero. To resolve this conflict
let us change the terminology and call linear groups “pre-transitive” when they were
“transitive” under the original definition. We can now define “pre-transitive” linear
semigroups in the obvious way, and every transitve linear semigroup is pre-transitive.
For more on the relationship between transitive and pre-transitive linear semigroups,
see Section 4.
There is no shortage of examples of transitive linear semigroups, apart from linear
groups and algebras. Such semigroups shall be our focus. In an attempt to gain better
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understanding of their structure, it is natural to seek out classes of small transitive
linear semigroups which can be considered basic building blocks for constructing
many others. In the present paper we look at transitive semigroups of linear trans-
formations (on a finite-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field), which lack
proper transitive left ideals (such semigroups are said to be left t-simple, where t
stands for “transitively”). This property can be considered to be a manageable exten-
tion of the concept of group-theoretic transitivity to matrix semigroups, with minimal
transitive left t-simple semigroups taking the place of minimal transitive groups.
We prove that transitive left t-simple semigroups have constant rank (not counting
the zero element) which divides the dimension of the space, and in the case where
the rank equals the dimension, the semigroup, take away zero, is a group. Our main
results provide explicit canonical forms for both transitive left t-simple and minimal
transitive left t-simple semigroups. We also observe that every sharply pre-transitive
semigroup is a group, possibly taken together with the zero matrix.
2. Notation and conventions
Notation 2.1. Throughout this paper
1. Mmn.X/ denotes the set of all m-by-n matrices with entries in X. Mn.F/ is
short for the algebra Mnn.F/ over a field F. In is the n-by-n identity matrix
and Eij is the i-jth matrix unit. Boldface lower case letters (e.g. a, b) represent
elements of Mm1.F/; (the choice of m is usually clear from the context). We do
not distinguish between Mm1.F/ and Fm.
If a 2 Fm;b 2 Fn then a⊗ b stands for the m-by-n matrix a  btrn (“trn” indicates
transpose). Such a matrix is either zero or has rank one, and every rank one matrix
in Mmn.F/ is of this form.
Aij indicates either i-jth entry or i-jth block-entry of matrix A, depending on
the context. If D Mmn.X/ then Di [Dij ] stands for the set of elements of
Mm1.X/ [X] which appear as an ith column [an i-jth entry] in an element of D.
IfA 2Mm.F/ andB 2Mn.F/ thenA⊗ B stands for the element of Mn.Mm.F//
having BijA as its i-jth block-entry.
2. Symbol u is used to indicate a linear direct sum, in contrast to orthogonal direct
sum .
3. Given sets X and D, XnD stands for fx 2 X j x 62 Dg:
4. For sets G1;G2;G3 and an operation . V G1 G2! G3, we automatically ex-
tend the definition of the operation to power sets. In other words, . V 2G1 
2G2 ! 2G3 is understood to be automatically defined by
S1.S2
defDfx1.x2 j xi 2 Sig 2 2G3; Si 2 2Gi :
(One identifies each Gi with its natural imbedding into 2Gi .)
We apply this to operations of matrix and scalar multiplication as well as ⊗. For
example, if X andF are subsets of Fn and Mn.F/, respectively, then
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FX DF.X/ D fT .x/ j T 2F; x 2 Xg:
If X is a singleton set fxg, we can writeF.x/ instead ofF.fxg/.
3. Preparatory results
Definition 3.1. A semigroup S in Mn.F/ is a non-empty subset of Mn.F/ which
is closed under matrix multiplication. A non-empty subset J of a semigroupS is a
lef t (semigroup) ideal inS ifSJ  J. A left idealJ in a semigroupS Mn.F/
is said to be a standard left ideal if J DST for some subset T of S. A left
(semigroup) ideal in S is automatically a sub-semigroup ofS:
A semigroup S Mn.F/ is said to be transitive if S.x/ D Fn for every non-
zero x in Fn. A transitive semigroup is left t-simple (t for “transitively”) if it contains
no proper transitive left (semigroup) ideals. A transitive semigroup is called min-
imal transitive if it has no proper transitive sub-semigroups. A semigroup is sharply
transitive if for every x 2 Fnnf0g and y 2 Fn there exists exactly one element of the
semigroup which maps x to y.
Sharply transitive semigroups are always minimal transitive. Minimal transitive
semigroups are in turn minimal among transitive left t-simple semigroups.
Proposition 3.2. If J is a left ideal in a semigroup S Mn.F/ and J does not
vanish at any non-zero vector in Fn, then
S is transitive () J is transitive:
Proof. Only the forward direction of the implication deserves attention. SupposeS
is transitive and x 2 Fnnf0g. Then there exists T 2 J such that T x =D 0. Hence
Fn DS.T x/ D .ST /x  .SJ/x  Jx
so that Jx D Fn. 
Remark 3.3. Suppose S Mn.F/ is a transitive semigroup. Then the following
are equivalent:
1. J .S/ is a transitive left ideal in S;
2. J DST [T, whereT is a subset ofS which does not vanish at any non-zero
vector in Fn.
Proof. T1) 2U: Clearly J DSJ [J and J does not vanish at any non-zero
vector in Fn becauseJ is transitive.
T2) 1U: ST [T is clearly a left ideal in S which does not vanish at any non-
zero vector in Fn. The rest is by Proposition 3.2. 
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Given a transitive semigroupS Mn.F/, if a subset T ofS does not vanish at
any non-zero vector in Fn, then ST is a transitive left ideal in S: The converse is
also true.
Note that a transitive semigroup S Mn.F/ is left t-simple if and only if it has
no proper transitive standard left ideals. Indeed, ifS has a proper transitive left ideal
J, then J DST [T for some subsetT of S which does not vanish at any non-
zero vector in Fn. Yet ST is a transitive standard left ideal contained in J and is
hence a proper such.
Proposition 3.4. If J =D f0g is a right ideal in a transitive semigroup S Mn.F/
thenJ does not vanish at any non-zero vector in Fn.
Proof. Let x 2 Fnnf0g. SinceJ contains a non-zero matrix A, we have
Range.A/ D A.Fn/ D A.Sx/  J.x/
so that J does not vanish at x. 
Corollary 3.5. If S Mn.F/ is a transitive left t-simple semigroup, then all non-
zero elements ofS have the same rank.
Proof. If A0 is a non-zero element ofS of least rank (denoted by r) then the set J
of all elements ofS which have rank r or 0 is a two-sided ideal inS: SinceJ =D f0g
it follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.4 that J is transitive. HenceJ DS. 
Definition 3.6. If every non-zero element of a semigroup S Mn.F/ has rank r,
we say thatS is of rank r.
Remark 3.7. It is clear that transitive matrix semigroups are irreducible (i.e. they
have no non-trivial invariant subspaces). The converse is false: the semigroup S
consisting of all matrix units together with the zero matrix is irreducible but not
transitive.
If S Mn.F/ is a transitive semigroup and x 2Snf0g then there exists A 2
S such that Ax D x. This shows that every transitive matrix semigroup contains a
matrix which is not nilpotent.
If G Mn.F/ is a group and S D G [ f0g then S is transitive left t-simple
whenever it is transitive. This is due to the lack of non-trivial proper left ideals in
S: In view of the next result this applies to all semigroups of full rank.
Proposition 3.8. If S Mn.F/ is a transitive left t-simple semigroup of full rank
(i.e. of rank n) thenSnf0g is a group.
Proof. Given A 2Snf0g, SA is a transitive left ideal in S by Remark 3.3 and
therefore it must be the whole semigroup. Hence there exists B 2 S such thatBA D
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A. Since A is invertible it follows that In D B 2S. Consequently there existsC 2S
such that CA D In. Thus A−1 2S: This shows that Snf0g is closed under taking
inverses. ThereforeS is a group. 
Example 3.9. One can make use of Proposition 3.8 to construct an example of a
transitive semigroup which contains no transitive left t-simple sub-semigroups (and
hence no minimal transitive sub-semigroups).
Let S be the semigroup of all invertible matrices in Mn.C/ .n > 2/ with de-
terminant of modulus less than 1. It is easy to see that S [ f0g is transitive and S
has no subgroups. Hence S [ f0g has no transitive left t-simple sub-semigroups by
Proposition 3.8.
Proposition 3.10. The following are equivalent for S Mn.F/:
1. S is a minimal transitive semigroup of rank 1;
2. S is a minimal left t-simple semigroup of rank 1;
3. S D Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 for some basis fbj gnjD1 of Fn.
Proof. The proof of T1) 2U is trivial.
T2) 3U: For D  Fn, we will write D? for the set of all b 2 Fn such that atrn 
b D 0 for every a 2 D. Each element of S has the form x⊗ y for some x 2 Fnnf0g;
y 2 Fn. Thus
Fn ⊗ y D .Sx/⊗ y DS.x⊗ y/ S
for each x⊗ y 2S. It follows that S D Fn ⊗ X for some X  Fn. The transitivity
ofS entails X? D f0g. Hence X contains a basis fbj gnjD1 of Fn. It is easy to see that
Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 is a transitive sub-semigroup of S. (In general, Fn ⊗ D is transitive if
and only if D? D f0g.) It is sufficient to show that Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 is left t-simple. By
Remark 3.3 it is enough to demonstrate that Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 has no proper transitive
standard left ideals. Suppose T  Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 does not vanish at any non-zero
vector in Fn. Then there exist x1; : : : ; xn 2 Fnnf0g such that fx1 ⊗ b1; : : : ; xn ⊗
bng T: Since .Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1/fx1 ⊗ b1; : : : ; xn ⊗ bng D Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1, it follows
that .Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1/T D Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1.
T3) 1U: Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 is clearly a semigroup. We have already remarked that it is
transitive. Observing that Fn ⊗ D is transitive if and only if D? D f0g, one concludes
that Fn ⊗ fbj gnjD1 is a minimal transitive semigroup. 
Remark 3.11. It is a consequence of the proof of Proposition 3.10 that every trans-
itive semigroup of rank 1 contains a minimal transitive sub-semigroup. This should
be compared with Example 3.9.
Lemma 3.12. If fA1; A2; : : : ; Akg is a subset of Mn.F/ such that, for some fixed
1 6 r < n,
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RankAm D RankA2m D r 8m;
and
AiAj D 0 8i < j;
then
dim
 
k\
lD1
Kernel.Al/
!
D n− kr:
Proof. The hypothesis dealing with rank imply that Fn D Kernel.Ai/uRange.Ai/
for each i . Since Range.A2/  Kernel.A1/ (from A1A2 D 0) we conclude that
Kernel.A1/ D Range.A2/u.Kernel.A1/ \ Kernel.A2//:
Similarly Range.A3/  Kernel.A1/ \ Kernel.A2/ (from A1A3 D A2A3 D 0)
so that
Kernel.A1/ \ Kernel.A2/ D Range.A3/u.Kernel.A1/
\Kernel.A2/ \ Kernel.A3//:
Continuing with this line of reasoning one arrives at
Kernel.A1/ D

k
u
iD2
Range.Ai/

u
0@ k\
jD1
Kernel.Aj /
1A :
The dimension of Kernel.A1/ is n− r , while the dimension of ukiD2 Range.Ai/
is .k − 1/r . The proof is complete. 
Theorem 3.13. Mn.F/ contains a transitive semigroup of rank r .r 2 N/ if and only
if r divides n.
Proof. If r divides n, set
S D
n
A 2M n
r
.GLr .F/ [ f0g/
 A has at most one non-zero block columno:
ThenS is a transitive sub-semigroup of Mn.F/ of rank r.
To prove the converse, suppose S Mn.F/ is a transitive semigroup of rank r,
where 1 < r < n. By Remark 3.7 S has an element A1 such that A21 6D 0.
Let x2 be a non-zero element of Kernel.A1/. Since S is transitive, it contains a
matrix A2 such that A2.x2/ D x2. In particular A22 6D 0 and A1A2 D 0. The latter is
a consequence of the fact that Kernel.A2/$Kernel.A1A2/ which leads to
r D Rank.A2/ > Rank.A1A2/ 2 f0; rg:
By Lemma 3.12
dim.Kernel.A1/ \Kernel.A2// D n− 2r:
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If n− 2r D 0, the proof is complete. Otherwise n > 2r; let x3 be any non-zero
element of Kernel.A1/ \ Kernel.A2/. There exists a matrix A3 2S such that
A3.x3/ D x3. Then
A1A3 D A2A3 D 0 =D A23
and (again via Lemma 3.12)
dim.Kernel.A1/ \Kernel.A2/ \ Kernel.A3// D n− 3r:
Thus either n− 3r D 0 or n > 3r . If n > 3r proceed in a similar fashion to show
that either n− 4r D 0 or n > 4r; etc.
Hence n D rk0, where k0 D maxfk 2 N j n > rkg: 
Remark 3.14. The argument presented in the proof of Theorem 3.13 shows that
every transitive semigroup S Mn.F/ of rank r, with r < n, contains pairs of
zero divisors which are not nilpotent. (This entails 0 2S.) Since every transitive
semigroup, which contains a non-zero singular element, contains a transitive sub-
semigroup of rank r, with r < n (see the proof of Corollary 3.5), it follows that
every transitive semigroup with a non-zero singular element contains the zero matrix
and pairs of zero divisors which are not nilpotent.
By Proposition 3.8 every transitive left t-simple semigroup in Mn.F/without non-
zero singular elements is a group together with a zero matrix. Thus every transitive
left t-simple semigroup contains the zero matrix.
4. Pre-transitive semigroups
A reader may have discerned that under our definition of a transitive semigroup,
no group is transitive. We refer to groups satisfying the group-theoretic definition
of transitivity as “pre-transitive” and extend the concept to semigroups. It is demon-
strated that for semigroups considered in this paper the concept of transitivity given
in Definition 3.1 is advantageous.
Definition 4.1. A semigroupS Mn.F/ is said to be pre-transitive if
Fnnf0g S.x/ whenever x 2 Fnnf0g:
In other words, for each pair of vectors x; y 2 Fnnf0g there exists T 2S such that
T .x/ D y. If such T is unique the semigroup is said to be sharply pre-transitive. A
semigroup is called minimal pre-transitive if it has no proper pre-transitive
sub-semigroups. A pre-transitive semigroup S is left pt-simple (“pt” for “pre-
transitively”) if it contains no proper pre-transitive left ideals (in particular, every
pre-transitive group is left pt-simple).
Following the same steps as in Propositions 3.2, 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 one can
see that all non-zero elements of a pre-transitive left pt-simple semigroup of matrices
have the same rank. In fact, except when they are groups, pre-transitive left pt-simple
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semigroups are transitive, and hence transitive left t-simple. This is a consequence
of our next result.
Proposition 4.2. SupposeS is a pre-transitive left pt-simple semigroup. Then
0 62 S H) S is a group:
Proof. ClearlyS [ f0g is transitive. Let us show it is left t-simple whenever 0 62S.
(If S [ f0g is left t-simple then S is a group by Remark 3.14, since S contains
no non-trivial zero-divisors.) Suppose that J is a transitive standard left ideal in
S [ f0g. Then
J D .S [ f0g/F DSF [ f0g;
whereF.S/ does not vanish at any vector in Fnnf0g. SinceSF is a pre-transitive
left ideal in S, it follows (by pt-simplicity of S) that S DSF. Hence J DS [
f0g. 
Note that a pre-transitive left pt-simple semigroupS of full rank does not contain
the zero matrix (Snf0g is a pre-transitive left ideal in S), and is therefore a group.
Among semigroups of full rank, transitive semigroups are exactly the pre-transitive
semigroups taken together with the zero matrix. A similar statement describes the
relationship between minimal transitive and minimal pre-transitive semigroups of
full rank.
Pre-transitive semigroups of less than full rank contain pairs of non-trivial zero
divisors. (IfS is such a semigroup then, by Remark 3.14,S [ f0g contains a pair of
zero divisors which are not nilpotent.) Therefore such semigroups contain the zero
matrix and are transitive. The same is true for their pre-transitive left ideals. Hence
for semigroups of less than full rank the notions of “pre-transitive left pt-simple” and
“transitive left t-simple” coincide. Similarly the notions of “minimal transitive” and
“minimal pre-transitive” coincide as well.
If S is a sharply transitive semigroup of matrices then it contains at most one
non-invertible element. It follows easily that S is of full rank and 0 2S. In partic-
ular Snf0g is a sharply pre-transitive group. The following theorem makes an even
stronger claim.
Proposition 4.3. If S Mn.F/ is a sharply pre-transitive semigroup then Snf0g
is a group.
Proof. Suppose A;B 2 Snf0g. Since the union of the kernels of A and B cannot
be the whole space (both kernels are proper subspaces), there exists a vector x; such
that A.x/ =D 0; B.x/ =D 0. By pre-transitivity of S there exist C;D 2Snf0g such
that C.A.x// D x D D.B.x//. It follows from the sharpness of S that
CA D DB; CAC D C; ACA D A; BDB D B; DBD D D:
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(For example,CAC D C follows from CAC.A.x// D x D C.A.x//.) Since CA acts
as an identity on the range of C, one concludes that Rank.C/ 6 Rank.CA/. Since
the inequality trivially holds in the other direction, we obtain Rank.C/ D Rank.CA/.
Similarly one obtains Rank.A/ D Rank.AC/. Hence
Rank.A/ D Rank.AC/ 6 Rank.C/ D Rank.CA/ 6 Rank.A/;
so that
Rank.A/ D Rank.CA/:
It follows that Kernel.CA/ D Kernel.A/. The same argument shows that
Kernel.DB/ D Kernel.B/. Therefore
Kernel.A/ D Kernel.CA/ D Kernel.DB/ D Kernel.B/:
Since A and B were unspecified elements of Snf0g, it follows that all elements
of Snf0g have the same kernel. The fact that S is pre-transitive imples that this
common kernel is trivial. Therefore all matrices in Snf0g are invertible and Snf0g
is a sub-semigroup ofS. Since we have shown that for each A 2 Snf0g there exists
C 2Snf0g such thatCAC D C, i.e. C D A−1, it follows thatSnf0g is a group. 
5. Main results
Definition 5.1. Consider an equivalence relation “” on Mk1.GLr .F/ [ f0g/
defined by24B1:::
Bk
35 
24C1:::
Ck
35 ,
24B1:::
Bk
35 D
24C1:::
Ck
35T for some T 2 GLr .F/:
In other words [1], two elements of Mk1.GLr .F/ [ f0g/ are equivalent if and only if
they have the same range. The reader is advised to keep the latter description handy.
A subset C of a complete set of representatives of -equivalence classes of
Mk1.GLr .F/ [ f0g/ is said to be an R-set (R for “representative”) whenever it
contains the zero matrix (in other words, a subset C of Mk1.GLr .F/ [ f0g/ is an
R-set if and only if it contains the zero matrix and the ranges of all elements of C are
distinct).
An R-set C is said to be surjective ifST 2C Range.T / D Fkr : An R-set is trivial if
either it is f0g or k D 1. The notion of a minimal surjective R-set is self-explanatory.
An R-set C is said to be normalized, if Ir is the first non-zero entry in every non-zero
element of C; in other words, the non-zero elements of C are of the form T0 : : : 0 Ir
 : : : Utrn:
We shall say that R-sets C1;C2 Mk1.GLr .F/ [ f0g/ are equivalent if their
elements represent exactly the same -equivalence classes. It is obvious that every
R-set is equivalent to exactly one normalized R-set (two normalized R-sets are equiv-
alent only if they are equal).
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Given an R-set C, let us denote by hCi the subgroup of GLr .F/ generated by
the set of non-zero block-entries of elements of C. We will write C for the unique
normalized R-set equivalent to C. If G is a subgroup of GLr .F/ and C Mk1.G [
f0g/ is an R-set such that G D hTCi for every block-diagonal matrix
T D
24 T1 . .
.
Tk
35
with T1; : : : ; Tk 2 G; then we say that C hypergenerates G. It is a consequence of
Proposition 5.2 that an R-set generates a group G whenever it hypergeneratesG:
Proposition 5.2. hCi  hCi for every R-set C Mk1.G [ f0g/, and the inclusion
can be strict.
Proof. If A0 2 C n f0g then there exists T 2 GLr .F/ such that A0T .D A/ is an
element of C; (this is a consequence of the equivalence of C and C). Since Ir is one
of the block-entries of A0, T is one of the block-entries of A. Hence T −1 2 hCi and
since each block-entry of A0 is a product of T −1 and a block-entry of A, all non-zero
block-entries of A0 are in hCi. Thus hCi  hCi.
If C0 is a normalized R-set such that hC0i =D GLr .F/ then hC0i(hC0T i for every
T 2 GLr .F/nhC0i, because T 2 hC0T i. Since C0T D C0, hC0T i(hC0T i. 
Corollary 5.3. ChCi  ChCi D ChCi for every R-set C Mk1.G [ f0g/, and the
inclusion can be strict.
Proof. The first inclusion is immediate from Proposition 5.2. The equality follows
from the fact that each element B of C is of the form AT where A 2 C; T 2 hCi
(so that BhCi D AhCi), and every element B 0 of C is of the form A0T 0 where A0 2
C; T 0 2 hCi (so that B 0hCi D A0hCi). 
Remark 5.4. Given a non-trivial surjective normalized R-set C, for each i > 1, the
set of matrices appearing as the ith block-entry of an element of C is transitive. (In
particular, hCi is pre-transitive.)
Indeed, given x; y 2 Frnf0g, there exists T 2 C such that26666666664
x
0
:
:
y
:
:
0
37777777775
2 Range.T /:
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Consequently
T D
26666666664
Ir
0
:
:
A
:
:
0
37777777775
for some A, such that Ax D y:
Definition 5.5. A subset C of Mnm.F/ is said to be Fm-to-Fn-transitive if C.x/ D
Fn for every x 2 Fmnf0g. Such a subset is called minimal Fm-to-Fn-transitive if it
contains no proper Fm-to-Fn-transitive subsets.
Lemma 5.6. Let G Mr .F/ be a pre-transitive group. If C Mk1.G [ f0g/ is
an Fr -to-Fkr -transitive set, and CG  C (equivalently:CG D C), then there exists a
surjective normalized R-set C  C such that C D CG:
Proof. Let C be a complete set of representatives of the C-equivalence classes of
C, where the equivalence relation “C” is the restriction of  to C C. It is clear
that 24B1:::
Bk
35 C
24C1:::
Ck
35 ,
24B1:::
Bk
35 D
24C1:::
Ck
35 T for some T 2 G:
Since 0 2 C, we can assume without loss of generality that C is a normalized R-set
(we have used the hypothesisCG D C here).
Suppose y is a vector in Fkr and x is a non-zero vector in Fr . There exists Q 2 C
such thatQ.x/ D y. If T 2 C is the representative of the equivalence class containing
Q, then TG D Q for some G 2 G. Consequently
y D TG.x/ 2 Range.T / 
[
R2C
Range.R/:
Hence C is a surjective normalized R-set such that C D CG. 
Remark 5.7. Given a pre-transitive group G Mr .F/ and a non-trivial surjective
R-set C Mk1.G [ f0g/, one can construct a corresponding transitive left t-simple
semigroup in Mkr .F/ as follows. DefineSC;G by
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SC;G D
k[
iD1
(
CG ⊗ 0 : : : 1 : : : 0:
"
i
Clearly SC;G can be considered either as a subset of Mk.Mr .F// or as a subset of
Mkr.F/, whichever is convenient.
It is easy to check, keeping Remark 5.4 in mind, that SC;G is a transitive semig-
roup. Let us show that it is left t-simple by checking thatSC;G has no proper standard
transitive left ideals. IfT is a subset ofSC;G which does not vanish at any non-zero
vector in Fkr then, for each i;T contains an element Ti 2Mk.Mr .F// with a non-
zero ith block-column. Our goal is to show SC;GT DSC;G. Since every non-zero
block-entry of Ti lies in G, it follows from the definition of SC;G that
SC;GTi D CG ⊗

0 : : : 1 : : : 0

:
"
i
In particular,
SC;GD
k[
iD1
(
CG ⊗ 0 : : : 1 : : : 0D k[
iD1
SC;GTi  SC;GT SC;G;"
i
which yields the desired conclusion.
In particular, Mn.F/ contains a transitive left t-simple semigroup of rank r if and
only if r divides n. The forward implication is part of Theorem 3.13. For the reverse
implication let G D GLr .F/. If r D n let S D G [ f0g. Otherwise let C be a full set
of representatives of-equivalence classes of Mn=r .G [ f0g/. Then C is a non-trivial
surjective R-set and SC;G is the required semigroup.
Our main result shows that transitive left t-simple semigroups are either pre-
transitive groups together with the zero matrix or are (up to similarity) the semig-
roupsSC;G.
Theorem 5.8. The following are equivalent:
1. S is a transitive left t-simple semigroup in Mn.F/ of rank r less than n.
2. There exist an invertible matrix Q 2Mn.F/, a group G Mr .F/ and a non-
trivial surjective normalized R-set C M
.n=r/1.G [ f0g/ such that (in the nota-
tion of Remark 5.7)
S D Q−1SC;GQ:
Proof. T1) 2U: Let k D n=r (k 2 N by Theorem 3.13). Use the procedure de-
scribed in the proof of Theorem 3.13 to select a subset fA1; A2; : : : ; Akg ofS which
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.12. It follows that
Tk
iD1 Kernel.Aj/ D f0g and
consequently
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S DSfA1; : : : ; Akg D
k[
iD1
SAi: (1)
Let
Mi D
\
i =Dj
Kernel.Aj /:
Since

Aj
 1 6 j 6 k; j =D i} satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.12 as well, it
must be thatMi is r-dimensional for each i.
Claim 1. Fn D ukiD1Mi :
Since each subspace Mi is r-dimensional and n D kr it is enough to show thatP
j =DiMj

\Mi D f0g for each i. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist some
x =D 0 in Fn and i .1 6 i 6 k/ such thatAj.x/ D 0 for each j =D i (henceAi.x/ =D 0),
and x DPj =Di yj with ym 2Mm for each m. Then
0 =D Ai.x/ D Ai
0@X
j =Di
yj
1A DX
j =Di
Ai.yj / D
X
j =Di
0:
Contradiction.
Claim 2. SAi \SAj D f0g 8i =D j .
Suppose T 2SAi \SAj ; i < j . Then T D CAj D BAi for some B;C 2S.
Hence CA2j D BAiAj D 0 (from the construction of Am’s) and consequently
Range.Aj / D Range

A2j

 Kernel.C/:
Hence T D CAj D 0: This shows thatSAi \SAj  f0g. The reverse inclusion
follows from Remark 3.14.
Claim 3. SB DSAi 8B 2SAinf0g.
If B1; : : : ; Bk are non-zero elements of SA1; : : : ;SAk , respectively then each
Bi vanishes onuj =DiMj and being a matrix of rank r must therefore be an injection
fromMi onto Range.Bi/ (in particular Kernel.Ai/ D Kernel.Bi/). Hence
S DSfB1; : : : ; Bkg D
k[
iD1
SBi:
It is obvious that SBi SAi , and consequently SBi DSAi for each i by
formula (1) and Claim 2.
Consider all elements ofS represented (in the usual way) by block-matrices with
respect to the decomposition Fn D ukiD1Mi . For each B 2S let Bij be the i-jth
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block-entry in the block-matrix representation of B. In other words, Bij D PMi BjMj
where PMi is a projection ontoMi along um=DiMm. Denote the set

Bij
 B 2S}
bySij and the set8<:
24B1j:::
Bkj
35  B 2S
9=;
bySj .
Elements ofS have a simple block-matrix form: B 2SAj if and only if
B D
24 0 : : : B1j : : : 0::: ::: :::
0 : : : Bkj : : : 0
35:
"
j
It is worth reiterating thatSij D

Bij
 B 2SAj},
Sj D
8<:
24B1j:::
Bkj
35  B 2SAj
9=;;
SAj D
[0 : : : T : : : 0] j T 2Sj} and24B1j:::
Bkj
35 is injective whenever B 2 SAjnf0g:
Claim 4. 8i; j V f0g$Sij and every element of Sij either is zero or is invertible.
We start with the case i D j . Suppose C 2 SAj and Rank.Cjj / < r . Then
Rank.BC/ D Rank.BCjj / 6 Rank.Cjj / < r for every B 2SAj . It follows that
SAjC D f0g. If Cjj =D 0 then there exists x 2Mj such that Cjj .x/ =D 0. Hence
Fn DS
0BBBBBBBB@
2666666664
0
:::
0
Cjj .x/
0
:::
0
3777777775
 j
1CCCCCCCCA
DSAj.Cjj .x// DSAjC.x/ D 0:
Contradiction. Therefore Cjj D 0, so that every element of Sjj is either zero or
invertible. In particular, A2j =D 0 entails .Aj/jj =D 0.
To prove the general case, suppose C 2SAj and Rank.Cij / < r . Then
Rank.AiC/ D Rank.AiCij / 6 Rank.Cij / < r so that AiC D 0. Hence
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0 D .Ai/−1ii .AiC/ij D .Ai/−1ii .Ai/iiCij D Cij ;
which does it.
That Sij =D f0g is an immediate consequence of the transitivity of S. The inclu-
sion f0g Sij follows from Remark 3.14.
Claim 5. Siinf0g is a group.
Sii is obviously a transitive semigroup and by Claim 4 every non-zero element
of Sii is invertible. We shall show that SiiR DSii for every R 2 Siinf0g (so that
S is left t-simple). By Proposition 3.8 this will entail the desired conclusion.
If R 2 Siinf0g then R D Bii for some B 2SAinf0g. Clearly AiB 2SAinf0g.
Therefore (by Claim 3)
SiiR D ..SAi/B/ii D .S.AiB//ii D .SAi/ii DSii :
Claim 6. Sii ⊗ Eii SAi 8i:
Given x 2Minf0g, by the transitivity ofS there exists B 2S such that Bx D x:
By Claim 4, B has the form R ⊗ Eii for some R 2 Sii : By Claim 5, there exists
C 2SAi such that Cii D B−1ii D R−1: Hence
Ir ⊗Eii D BC 2 SAi:
If D 2SAi then Dii ⊗ Eii D .Ir ⊗ Eii/D 2SAi which is what we needed to
prove.
By Claims 3 and 6 we can assume without loss of generality that Ai D Ir ⊗ Eii
for all i. Using the transitivity of S and Claim 4 one concludes that there exist
invertible matrices C21; : : : ; Ck1 in S21; : : : ;Sk1 (respectively) such that
C21 ⊗ E21; : : : ; Ck1 ⊗ Ek1 2SA1:
Let
T D
2664
Ir
C21
.
.
.
Ck1
3775
and set OS D T −1ST . Then OS is a transitive semigroup which has the same form as
S and has the additional property
Ir ⊗Ei1 2 OS 8i:
Demonstrating the conclusion of the theorem for S is equivalent to doing the
same for OS. For the sake of keeping the notation simple, we shall therefore assume
that Ir ⊗Ei1 2S 8i:
Claim 7. Ir ⊗ Eij 2S 8i; j:
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Since Ir ⊗Ei1 2S for all i and Ir ⊗ Eij D .Ir ⊗Ei1/.Ir ⊗ E1j /, it is enough
to show that Ir ⊗ E1j 2S for all j. Given j, there exists R1j 2S1jnf0g such that
R1j ⊗ E1j 2S; (use the transitivity ofS and Claim 4). Then
R1j ⊗ Ejj D .Ir ⊗ Ej1/.R1j ⊗ E1j / 2S;
so that R1j 2Sjjnf0g: Thus (by Claims 5 and 6)
R−11j ⊗ Ejj 2 S;
and therefore
Ir ⊗E1j D .R1j ⊗ E1j /.R−11j ⊗ Ejj / 2S;
as required.
Claim 7 implies thatS11 DSij for every i; j . Indeed, given B 2 S,
Bij ⊗ E11 D .Ir ⊗ E1i /B.Ir ⊗ Ej1/ 2S
and
B11 ⊗ Eij D .Ir ⊗ Ei1/B.Ir ⊗ E1j / 2S:
Let us write G in place of the groupSij nf0g. ThenSiG DSi andSi DSj for
every i; j (simply note thatSAi.Ir ⊗ Eij / SAj for every i; j ).
It is obvious that G is pre-transitive and S1 is Fr -to-Fkr -transitive. Invoke
Lemma 5.6 to complete the proof of the implication T1) 2U.
T2) 1U: See Remark 5.7. 
Theorem 5.9. Let G be a pre-transitive subgroup of GLr .F/ and let C M.n=r/1
.G [ f0g/ be a non-trivial surjective R-set. The following are equivalent:
1. SC;G is a minimal transitive left t-simple semigroup in Mn.F/.
2. C is a minimal surjective R-set and C hypergeneratesG.
Proof. T1) 2U: Suppose that C0  C and C0 is a surjective R-set. Then SC0;G
is a transitive left t-simple sub-semigroup of SC;G (Remark 5.7). The minimality
of SC;G entails SC0;G DSC;G: It follows that C0G D CG, which in turn implies
C0 D C (by the definition of an R-set). Hence C is a minimal surjective R-set.
Let G1; : : : ;Gk be elements of G and set
T D
24G1 . .
.
Gk
35 :
Then TSC;GT −1 is a minimal transitive left t-simple semigroup in Mn.F/. Note
that TSC;GT −1 DS.TC/;G and TC is a minimal surjective R-set in Mk1.G [ f0g/;
(since C is one). Modifying slightly the idea of Remark 5.4, we can show that
hTCi is a pre-transitive group. By Remark 5.7, ST C;hT Ci is a transitive left t-simple
sub-semigroup of ST C;G. By Corollary 5.3 the same is true for ST C;hT Ci. Hence
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ST C;hT Ci DST C;G (the minimality hypothesis), so that TChTCi D .TC/G: Since
.TC/11 D f0; Irg (by definition of a normalized surjective R-set), it follows that
hTCi [ f0gD.TC/11hTCi D .TChTCi/11
D..TC/G/11 D .TC/11G D G [ f0g .f0g(.TC/11  G [ f0g/;
and consequently
hTCi D G:
Given the freedom in the choice of T, this shows that C hypergeneratesG.
T2) 1U: SC;G is a transitive left t-simple semigroup by Remark 5.7. Suppose
S is a transitive left t-simple sub-semigroup of SC;G. It follows that (for every i)
Siinf0g is a pre-transitive semigroup of invertible matrices and SiiR DSii for all
R 2 Siinf0g. Hence Sii is left t-simple and Siinf0g is a group by Proposition 3.8.
Consequently Ir ⊗ Eii 2S for every i.
SinceS is transitive and all non-zero elements ofSij belong to G (and hence are
invertible for each i; j ), there exist invertible matricesC21; : : : ; Ck1 inS21; : : : ;Sk1
(respectively), such that
C21 ⊗ E21; : : : ; Ck1 ⊗ Ek1 2S:
Let
T D
2664
Ir
C21
.
.
.
Ck1
3775
and let OS D T −1ST , so that OS is a transitive left t-simple sub-semigroup of
T −1SC;GT . Clearly Ir ⊗Eii; Ir ⊗Ei1 2 OS for every i:
Note that T −1C is a (non-trivial) surjective R-set in Mk1.G [ f0g/ and
T −1SC;GT DS.T −1 C/;G:
It follows, just as in the proof of Claim 7 of Theorem 5.8, that Ir ⊗ Eij 2 OS,
OSi D OSj and OSij D OS11 DS11 for all i; j . Denote S11nf0g by OG (clearly OG is a
pre-transitive subgroup of G).
Note that OS1 is an Fr -to-Fkr -transitive subset of Mk1. OG [ f0g/ and OS1 OG DOS1  .T −1C/G. By Lemma 5.6, there exists a surjective normalized R-set OC 
Mk1. OG [ f0g/ such that OC OG D OS1  .T −1C/G. In particular OS DS OC; OG .
Since T −1C Mk1.G [ f0g/; .T −1C/G D .T −1C/G:
Consequently OC  .T −1C/G, from which it follows (by the definition of a normal-
ized R-set) that OC  T −1C.
It is easy to see that T −1C is a minimal surjective R-set, because C is such a set.
The elements of T −1C represent exactly the same -equivalence classes as those of
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T −1C. Hence T −1C is a minimal surjective R-set as well. Thus we obtain OC D T −1C
and therefore G D hT −1Ci  h OCi  OG  G: This shows that
OS1 D OC OG D .T −1C/G D .T −1C/G:
Consequently
T −1ST D OS DS OC; OG DS.T−1 C/;G D T −1SC;GT ;
and hence S DSC;G. 
Corollary 5.10. The following are equivalent:
1. S is a minimal transitive left t-simple semigroup in Mn.F/ of rank r less than n.
2. There exist an invertible matrix Q 2Mn.F/, a group G Mr .F/ and a non-
trivial minimal surjective normalized R-set C M
.n=r/1.G [ f0g/ which
hypergenerates G, such that (in the notation of Remark 5.7)
S D Q−1SC;GQ:
Proof. T1) 2U: By Theorem 5.8 S is similar to a semigroup SC;G, and the latter
is automatically minimal transitive left t-simple. The rest is by Theorem 5.9, which
also guarantees thatSC;G DSC;G, via Corollary 5.3.
T2) 1U: Apply Theorem 5.9. 
Example 5.11. It is easy to demonstrate the existence of minimal transitive semig-
roups in Mn.F/ of rank r < n (where r divides n), whenever GLr .F/ contains a
sharply pre-transitive groupG. Simply let
SG D
n=r[
iD1
(
M
.n=r/1.G [ f0g/ ⊗

0 : : : 1 : : : 0

:"
i
6. Open questions
1. Keeping Theorem 3.13 in mind, it is interesting to know whether Mn.F/ contains
minimal transitive sub-semigroups of every rank that divides n. Example 5.11
answers the question affirmatively for all r such that GLr .F/ contains a sharply
pre-transitive group.
2. Given the success in characterizing (minimal) transitive left t-simple linear semig-
roups, it would be valuable to obtain a similar characterization for the smaller
class of minimal transitive semigroups or the larger class of all transitive com-
pletely 0-simple linear semigroups; (a semigroup with zero is called completely
0-simple if it contains a primitive idempotent and has no proper non-trivial ideals;
a primitive idempotent is a non-zero idempotent which is minimal with respect to
the partial order defined on the idempotents in the semigroup by e 6 f , f e D
ef D e).
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